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Abstract

Context: The higher availability of software usage data and the influence of the Lean Startup led to the
rise of experimentation in software engineering, a new approach for development based on experiments to
understand the user needs. In the models proposed to guide this approach, the first step is generally to iden-
tify, prioritize, and specify the hypotheses that will be tested through experimentation. However, although
practitioners have proposed several techniques to handle hypotheses, the scientific literature is still scarce.
Objective: The goal of this study is to understand what activities, as proposed in industry, are entailed to
handle hypotheses, facilitating the comparison, creation, and evaluation of relevant techniques. Methods:
We performed a gray literature review (GLR) on the practices proposed by practitioners to handle hypothe-
ses in the context of software startups. We analyzed the identified documents using thematic synthesis.
Results: The analysis revealed that techniques proposed for software startups in practice compress five
different activities: elicitation, prioritization, specification, analysis, and management. It also showed that
practitioners often classify hypotheses in types and which qualities they aim for these statements. Conclu-
sion: Our results represent the first description for hypotheses engineering grounded in practice data. This
mapping of the state-of-practice indicates how research could go forward in investigating hypotheses for
experimentation in the context of software startups. For practitioners, they represent a catalog of available
practices to be used in this context.
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1. Introduction

Traditionally, software engineering is divided into
activities, namely, requirements engineering, de-
sign, construction, testing, and maintenance. As
an example, we can cite the Guide to Software En-
gineering Body of Knowledge [1]. The guide or-
ganized the contents of software engineering in 15
knowledge areas, and the first five referred exactly
to these steps. Even in the agile methodologies that
emerged as a defiant to traditional software engi-
neering methods [2], one can identify these phases
in a more iterative and fast way. For instance, we
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can mention studies on agile requirements engineer-
ing (e.g., [3]) and software design in agile develop-
ment (e.g., [4]).

Recently, a new approach came to comple-
ment this culture: experimentation. Bosch et
al. [5] argued that there are three different and
complementary approaches to software develop-
ment: requirement-driven, outcome/data-driven,
and AI(Artificial Intelligence)-driven. The former
approach is characterized by developing software
based on defined specifications. In the second, the
team focuses on a metric and develops experiments
with different approaches to improve it. Finally,
in the AI-driven approach, AI techniques are em-
ployed to create components based on data col-
lected from previous interactions with the system.

Although Bosch et al.’s outcome/data-driven
software development approach is focused on quan-
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titative metrics, we can also draw parallels to
qualitative techniques employed in developing new
products such as problem and solution interviews.
The union of quantitative and qualitative meth-
ods to guide software development represents an
experiment-driven approach, generally referred to
as experimentation. It is a process of continuously
validating product assumptions, transforming them
as hypotheses, prioritizing, and testing them fol-
lowing the scientific method to support or refute
them [6]. It comprises several techniques including
prototypes, controlled experiments [7], and problem
or solution interviews [6].

In software engineering literature, there are some
models to guide development following an ex-
perimentation approach, e.g., HYPEX (Hypothe-
sis Experiment Data-Driven Development) [8] and
RIGHT (Rapid Iterative value creation Gained
through High-frequency Testing) [9]. In a pre-
vious position paper [10], we analyzed several of
these models and draw a parallel between the
conventional requirement-driven approach and the
experiment-driven one. While the former is based
on requirements engineering, design, coding, and
testing, the latter is based on identifying, priori-
tizing, and specifying hypotheses, designing experi-
ments to test them, executing the experiments, and
analyzing the results. Based on that, we argued the
need for a knowledge area describing how to prop-
erly handle hypotheses in a similar way to require-
ments engineering in conventional approaches, and
termed it Hypotheses Engineering (HE). After its
publication, the concept has been used to frame an
approach targeted to uncertain customer needs [11]
and discuss the role of experiments in software or-
ganizations [12]. In the same paper, we envisioned
some HE activities based on the requirements engi-
neering counterparts: generation, documentation,
analysis, and prioritization. However, we based
the activity set proposed on speculation without
grounding on how software development teams be-
have.

This paper aims to ground HE in current prac-
tice by describing how practitioners understand the
concept of hypotheses and identifying types of pro-
posed activities to handle hypotheses. As an ini-
tial context to explore, we chose software startups.
In recent years, the startup community has been
heavily influenced by several popular methods for
startup development, e.g., Customer Development
Methodology [13] and Lean Startup [14], which are
hypothesis-driven and experimentation centric ap-

proaches [15, 16]. Software startups are particu-
larly susceptible to these approaches due to the
lower cost of running experiments than other types
of startups. Therefore, we consider software star-
tups a rich context in instances of the research phe-
nomenon we are interested in investigating. Ad-
ditionally, narrowing the goal to a specific context
allows the research to go deeper through analyzing
a smaller data set.

To reach our goal, we performed a gray lit-
erature review (GLR) to map HE practices pro-
posed for software startups. Since there is a large
practitioner-produced literature for and read by the
startup community, analyzing this content repre-
sents a more straightforward approach than more
direct methods like surveys or interviews with prac-
titioners. Besides that, we could obtain a better
reach since online articles are available to a broader
audience than the one we could access with a sur-
vey. This overview could later be the basis for re-
search employing more direct methods. Through
a Web search and applying defined inclusion and
exclusion criteria, we identified 95 primary docu-
ments and analyzed them using thematic synthe-
sis. As the results, we reached a model describing
how practitioners define the concepts of hypothe-
ses and assumptions, its qualities and types, and
which activities related to hypotheses they perform.
These activities are elicitation, prioritization, spec-
ification, management, and analysis.

The remaining of this paper is organized as fol-
lows: Section 2 presents the background and related
work. In Section 3, we present the research method
employed and, in Section 4, the results, which are
discussed in Section 5. In Section 6, we present
lessons learned from applying GLR in the study.
Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Background and related work

2.1. Experimentation and hypotheses
In the Software Engineering research, the word

“experimentation” has several meanings. The first
use that is still referred to nowadays (e.g., [17]), is
the use of experiments as a research methodology
for scientific inquiries in the Software Engineering
research. Basili et al. [18] published an early pa-
per in this regard. Similarly, Wohlin et al. [19]
argued the need for systematic scientific research
through the use of experiments to investigate phe-
nomena related to software engineering and sup-
port the claims made. Additionally, they provided
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guidelines to guide researchers while performing ex-
periments in this context.

More recently, the term has been used to describe
the use of several techniques to guide the implemen-
tation or improvement of software product features
based on the evaluation of how (potential) users re-
act to them (e.g., [6, 9]). We adopt this definition in
our study. A frequent example of experimentation
is A/B testing. In these tests, two different versions
of a website feature are implemented, and users are
split between the two versions. Data from a defined
user action is collected from the two versions and
compared to determine which one is better. Sev-
eral other techniques are included in the context
of experimentation, such as iterations with proto-
types, gradual roll-outs [7], and problem and so-
lution interviews [6]. Another common term often
used in literature is “continuous experimentation”
(e.g., [20, 21]), where researchers are generally con-
cerned with controlled experiments and the term
“continuous” stresses the repeated use of them dur-
ing the development process.

The research on experimentation has increased
lately [22]. Several studies focused on how compa-
nies employed the concept [6, 20, 23, 7]. A common
theme discussed in these studies is what prevents
companies from further using experiments. Lind-
gren and Münch [6] investigated ten Finnish soft-
ware development companies and concluded that,
although the concept resonated well with practi-
tioners, they were not using it so often. They found
that such limitation was a consequence of issues on
the organizational level rather than technological
challenges.

Similarly, in a multi-method study, Schermann et
al. [20] concluded that, from a process perspective,
many organizations perform experiments based on
intuition rather than a defined process. In the con-
text of software startups, Gutbrod et al. [23] inves-
tigated four German companies. The authors con-
cluded that these companies spent a large amount
of time developing the solutions instead of experi-
menting with potential customers. The main rea-
sons are the lack of knowledge of such possibility
and support for identifying, prioritizing, and test-
ing critical assumptions.

In this regard, several authors in scien-
tific literature proposed models to guide exper-
imentation, including HYPEX, QCD (Qualita-
tive/Quantitative Customer-driven Development),
and RIGHT. While HYPEX still reflects the
requirements-driven approach to a certain extent,

the other two models put experimentation and hy-
pothesis in the center, right from the beginning.

Olsson et al. [8] proposed the HYPEX model to
make it faster for product management to get feed-
back from users. The model is divided into six
steps, and only in the fifth step appear hypothe-
ses. In the first step, feature backlog generation,
the team generates ideas for features that could
bring value for the customer, and that should be
experimented. In the second, feature selection and
specification, the team selects “the highest prior-
ity” one for implementation and specifies how it
provides value to the user and its business goals.
In the third, implementation and instrumentation,
the team identifies the minimum slice of the feature
that adds value to customers, the so-called Min-
imum Viable Feature (MVF), implements it, and
adds elements to collect usage data. In the fourth,
gap analysis, the teams compare the collected data
with the expected behavior. Based on that, in the
fifth step, hypothesis generation and selection, the
team develops hypotheses that could explain differ-
ences observed between the expected and actual be-
havior. If the most probable hypothesis in the pre-
vious step is that the feature does not add value, the
team moves to the sixth practice, alternative imple-
mentation, to build a different implementation.

In contrast, in the QCD model, Olsson and Bosch
[24] contended that “requirements are treated as hy-
potheses that are validated with customers before
forming the basis for development.” The model is
defined by a cycle that starts with hypotheses being
selected from a backlog developed with several qual-
itative and quantitative techniques. Then, a Cus-
tomer Feedback Technique (CFT) is chosen among
qualitative or quantitative techniques. The chosen
technique is executed, and the data collected is used
to close the loop by updating the hypotheses in the
backlog or creating new ones.

Similarly, Fagerholm et al. [9] proposed the
RIGHT model for continuous experimentation. It
consists of an infinite series of Build-Measure-Learn
cycles, where the pieces of learning obtained in one
cycle feed the next one. Each cycle contains the
following steps: identify and prioritize hypotheses,
design an experiment, execute it, that is, deploy an
MVP (Minimum Viable Product) or MVF, analyze
the data gathered in the experiment, and decide to
pivot or persevere.

When comparing these models, a clear pattern
emerges: all of them follow a cyclical approach
where each cycle consists of a similar sequence of
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steps. This sequence is composed of identifying,
prioritizing, and specifying hypotheses, designing
an experiment, executing it, analyzing the data,
and creating or updating hypotheses [10]. There
is a clear parallel to the steps commonly used to
describe software development: requirements engi-
neering (RE), design, coding, testing, and mainte-
nance. Based on this parallel, in a previous posi-
tion paper [10], we proposed the Hypotheses En-
gineering (HE) area defining activities to handle
hypotheses in experiment-driven software develop-
ment in a similar way RE handles requirements in
requirements-driven software development.

Since there is some confusion about the terms
hypothesis and assumption, it is essential to make
explicit how we will use them in this text. “As-
sumption” is a personal or team-wise, generally im-
plicit, understanding taken as truth without being
questioned or proved, and “hypothesis” as an ex-
plicit statement that has not been verified yet, but
to which an experiment could be implemented to
evaluate. We had previously used this definition
([25]), and it is in line with other authors in the
literature. For instance, Lindgren and Münch [6]
considered that “the assumptions to be tested need
to be transformed into falsifiable hypotheses.”

2.2. Hypotheses Engineering activities

Based on the parallel with requirements, a set of
activities that should be included in HE are envi-
sioned in our previous paper [10], namely, gener-
ation, documentation, analysis, and prioritization.
However, they are yet to be validated by empirical
evidence on how practitioners handle hypotheses in
experimentation-driven software development.

The scientific research on hypothesis-related
practices is still scarce. Gutbrod et al. [26] pro-
posed the Business Experiments Navigator (BEN)
as a tool to map assumptions to experiments and
design and select experiments. To argue the need
for this tool, the authors reviewed some industry
techniques, namely, Assumption Mapping, Priori-
tization Matrix, Lean Canvas Prioritization, Pri-
oritizing Leap-of-Faith Assumptions Matrix, Ques-
tion Matrix, Testing Process, and Rapid Experi-
ment Loop. According to the authors, all practices,
except for Question Matrix, describe how assump-
tions could be collected and risk prioritized.

Regarding the Leap-of-Faith Assumptions Ma-
trix, Gutbrod and Münch [27] evaluated how a
group of students prioritized a pre-defined set of

assumptions about a business model. They con-
cluded that the technique proposed led to reason-
able results and, consequently, a learning effect on
students.

Regarding hypothesis specification, we proposed
the QUESt criteria to improve the quality of hy-
potheses [28]. We argued that a hypothesis should
have a Questioning sense, be Updatable, Evalu-
able, and Straightforward. Besides that, based
on conventional templates for user stories, we pro-
posed a template to specify hypotheses: “If a
<role> wants/prefers to <action/characteristic>
then <evaluation process> should <evaluation re-
sult>.” We performed an initial evaluation of the
proposed practices with five practitioners reaching
promising results.

2.3. Hypotheses Engineering in software startups
Software startups research suffers from a lack

of a consistent definition of its object of study.
This problem is linked to the fact that, although
a commonly used term, “startup” does not have
still a clear definition. Practitioners may use it
to term their new endeavors simply because of its
lack of history. Another motivation could be to
give the impression of a technology-savvy project,
which brings more attention to the company or
product. In the first systematic mapping study
(SMS) on the topic published in 2014, Paternos-
ter et al. [29] analyzed 43 studies, including how
authors defined software startups. They concluded
that there was not an agreement on a standard
definition. Therefore, they collected the current
themes used to describe the startup context. The
list contained 15 items and the most frequent were:
lack of resources, highly reactive, innovation, un-
certainty, rapidly evolving, and time pressure. In
2018, Berg et al. [30] published a new SMS on the
topic. They identified 27 new studies in the pe-
riod 2014-17. Although they concluded that the
scientific rigor increased in the period compared to
previous studies, they observed that the lack of a
standard definition of startup persisted. They per-
formed an analysis of themes used to define star-
tups similar to what was done in the previous SMS.
Their final list consisted of 13 items where the most
recurrent themes were: innovation/innovative, un-
certainty, small team, lack of resources, and little
working/operating history.

Given the lack of a consensus, it is essential to
specify the definition of startup we are using. In
this study, we define a startup as an organization
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that develops innovative software-intensive prod-
ucts, constantly searching for a repeatable and scal-
able business model. This definition stress that in-
novation is a key aspect of software startups. Inno-
vation leads to uncertainty in new product devel-
opment [31], and experimentation is described as
an essential element in innovation literature (e.g.,
[32]). The entrepreneurship literature also ad-
vocates it (e.g., [33]). Although not explicitly
based on previous research, the most well-known
startup development methodology among practi-
tioners, Lean Startup [14], is influenced by exper-
imentation. Several authors [15, 16] investigated
the scientific concepts of the Lean Startup approach
and emphasized the influence and importance of
the experimentation concept. Since many software
startups apply Lean Startup [34], they represent a
proper and rich context to investigate Hypothesis
Engineering.

Previously, we proposed practices to elicit hy-
potheses in the context of software startups [25].
We investigated where assumptions founders base
their product come. We concluded that founders
develop an understanding of the market and cus-
tomers based on their previous experiences and use
it to predict how a new product could be developed.
Therefore, we used cognitive mapping to elicit this
understanding in a graphical form and create hy-
potheses to be tested. We performed an initial
evaluation in two case studies and had promising
results.

In summary, scientific research on hypothesis-
related practices for experimentation is still in its
infancy. So far, there is no clear, comprehensive
framework to classify practices, and the proposed
techniques are limited to specific activities. Never-
theless, a quick search on the Internet shows that
there is a large amount of practitioners-proposed
techniques. Such a plethora of practices could serve
as a starting point, especially in the context of soft-
ware startups, for which experimentation is deemed
a valuable approach.

3. Research method

3.1. Research questions

To guide this study, we conceived the following
research question:

RQ: How is Hypotheses Engineering
defined in the context of software startups?

As we observed in the studies published so far,
there are diverse goals in the activities employed
to handle hypotheses. For instance, elicitation or
generation techniques to help practitioners find out
which hypotheses the experiments should be built
to test (e.g., [25]), or prioritization techniques to fa-
cilitate the definition of the testing order [27]. Nev-
ertheless, there is not a clear set of activities regard-
ing hypotheses defined in the literature. Therefore,
our first goal is to map the activities which prac-
titioners deem necessary for hypotheses. In this
regard, the first sub-research question is:

RQ1: What are the proposed activities of
Hypotheses Engineering in the context of software

startups?

Then, we will be able to categorize the identi-
fied techniques accordingly. Thus, the second sub-
research question is:

RQ2: What are the proposed techniques for each
Hypothesis Engineering activity in the context of

software startups?

3.2. Gray literature review
In their guidelines for conducting GLR, Garousi

et al. [35] proposed a list of questions that, if at
least one answer were yes, it would indicate the
suitability of including gray literature in the review.
Regarding this study, four out of the seven ques-
tions are answered affirmatively. First, the subject
is complex and not solvable, considering only the
formal literature and, second, the volume of evi-
dence in formal literature is low. Such aspects were
based on the related work presented in Section 2.
Such scarcity is a consequence of the novelty of the
field and its complexity, as we can observe from
each paper’s focus in a different aspect. Third, the
synthesis of insights and evidence will be useful to
industrial and academic communities. To the for-
mer, it will give a classification and benchmarks
to guide future research and, to the latter, provide
a catalog of available practices and a comparison
among them. Fourth, the large volume of practi-
tioner sources indicates a high interest in the topic.
Therefore, we conducted a GLR based on Garousi
et al.’s guidelines [35].

3.3. Documents selection
Since startup practitioners often describe their

experiences and search for information online, gen-
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erally through blog posts or other electronic avail-
able resources, it is reasonable to collect and ana-
lyze this type of gray literature. Then, a natural
tool for search this literature was the Google web
search engine.

To develop the search string, we followed the
PICO acronym, generally used in systematic map-
ping studies [36]. It stands for Population, Inter-
vention, Comparison, and Outcomes. Regarding
population, our focus was software startups. Nev-
ertheless, to have a broader set of results, we uti-
lized the term “startup”, and the often employed
variation “start-up.” Several authors performing
searches on scientific (e.g., [29]) and gray literature
(e.g., [37]) also made the same decision. Besides
that, previous studies that searched practitioner-
produced literature on the Web about startups
(e.g., [37] and [38]) used the other synonyms: “early-
stage firm”, “early-stage company”, and “venture.”
Regarding the intervention, a natural choice is to
search for “hypotheses.” As mentioned in Sec-
tion 2 and observed during initial exploration, a
commonly used synonym was “assumption.” Since
we were not concerned if the authors compared
or, even, evaluated their proposals, we did not
add query elements regarding comparison and out-
comes.

Instead of putting all the synonyms in one search
string, as the previous studies have done, we split
the synonyms for startup in different search strings.
In this way, we wanted to avoid that a page using
more than one synonym was considered more rel-
evant by the search algorithm instead of another
page that used only one term but is more suitable
because of other factors. For instance, a page us-
ing the word “venture” and “startup” could have
precedence of one using only startup when, in re-
ality, that could not be the case if, for example,
the second one describes better an activity. There-
fore, we performed searches on Google with four
different query strings: one for each synonym and
the corresponding spelling variations. We executed
the queries in June 2020, in the international site
of Google1 using the Chrome browser on an anony-
mous tab to avoid the influence of the saved history
and cookies in the search results. We configured
the Google search engine to return 100 results per
page and employed SEOQuake2 plugin to download
the results to a spreadsheet. Table 1 summarizes

1https://www.google.com/
2https://www.seoquake.com/index.html

all the queries performed, including the number
of results. We did not perform separated queries
for the dichotomy hypothesis-assumption because
these terms are often used as synonyms.

Once we collected all the links, one researcher
accessed and inspected all the links applying the
following inclusion and exclusion criteria:

Inclusion criteria:

• Description of how to perform any activity re-
lated to hypotheses.

• The statement should be targeted to startups.

Exclusion criteria:

• Not written in English.

• Simple summaries of books or other frame-
works that do not present any new proposal
or description of the practice use.

• Not text-based content like videos or slide pre-
sentations.

• Duplicated content.

In this step, we removed articles regarding large
companies. For instance, we discarded a text3 on
using hypotheses in SAFe, a framework for scaling
agile to large companies.

After that, we removed duplicated content. Such
a step was necessary because seldom the same text
is repeated on different websites and emerged more
than once in the search results. We applied the
inclusion and exclusion criteria on all the links be-
fore removing duplicate content, because comparing
text that would not be included would be point-
less. The amount of data analyzed prevented the
researcher from excluding duplicates (that do not
share the same URL) in the first scan of the results.

Then, a second researcher reviewed all the se-
lected links to verify if they really should be in-
cluded. In the case of disagreement, both re-
searchers discussed if the link should be included or
not. In this process, six documents were excluded.
After that, we conducted a snowballing approach,
following links that authors used to back their argu-
ments or suggested further reading. In this step, we
collected eight new documents, for a total of 95 doc-
uments. All documents were saved in PDF format.

3https://www.scaledagileframework.com/guidance-
applied-innovation-accounting-in-safe/
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Table 1: Query strings of searches performed on web.
Term for startup Query string

startup (hypothesis OR hypotheses OR assumption)
AND (startup OR start-up)

early-stage firm (hypothesis OR hypotheses OR assumption)
AND ("early stage firm" OR "early-stage firm")

early-stage company
(hypothesis OR hypotheses OR assumption)
AND ("early stage company" OR "early-stage
company")

venture (hypothesis OR hypotheses OR assumption)
AND venture

Some information was extracted, including title, au-
thor, year, contribution type (proposal, experience
report, etc.), and the author’s background. In case
it was signed by a company, information about it
as well. The document selection is summarized in
Fig. 1.

Querying on search engine 419

Filtering on content 106

Snowballing 95

Removing repeated 93

Startup

110Early-stage
firm

227Early-stage
company

189Venture

Removing by other researcher 87

Figure 1: Documents selection

3.4. Data analysis

To analyze the data, we used thematic synthesis,
“a method for identifying, analyzing, and reporting

patterns (themes) within data” [39]. This defini-
tion is aligned with the research goal of identify-
ing the current practices performed in the indus-
try. Besides that, the method has the advantage of
combining and organizing results from a large and
diverse body of research [39].

For thematic synthesis, we followed the steps pro-
posed by Cruzes and Dybå [40]. In the first step,
data extraction, the researcher reads the primary
studies to get immersed in data. Details of the pub-
lications are also extracted. For our study, these
steps were performed earlier in the process of doc-
ument selection. Besides that, we followed the au-
thors’ suggestion, and another researcher checked
the extracted data.

The second step consists of coding data when
interesting concepts are systematically identified
across the entire data set [40]. Since the research
goal was to identify the techniques described in
practice, a suitable choice was to perform an induc-
tive approach where codes emerged from data. Nev-
ertheless, in the original proposal of HE, we had al-
ready proposed categories of HE activities. There-
fore, we employed an integrated approach [40],
where the proposed activities acted as an initial list
of themes and helped the researchers indicating ar-
eas where codes could be inductively generated. We
performed this step and the following ones using
NVivo 124.

In the next step, codes are grouped in sub-
themes, themes, and high-order themes. The codes
and themes are compared and analyzed regarding
coherency, consistency, distinctiveness [40]. That
is, a theme should represent one and only one con-
cept, and the overlapping between themes should

4https://www.qsrinternational.com/nvivo-qualitative-
data-analysis-software/home
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be minimized. This step is performed iteratively:
new themes are created, others are removed, and
some are merged.

Then, the researchers must explore possible rela-
tionships among high-level themes to reach a model.
Finally, the trustworthiness of the synthesis is as-
sessed, including if the model obtained is coherent
with the evidence. On all steps, another author per-
formed a checking process, reviewing all excerpts
coded and how they were grouped in themes. In
case of conflict, both authors discussed to reach a
consensus.

4. Results

The 95 documents had 83 unique authors, or au-
thoring team, of which 12 were companies and 71
people. In this analysis, when a document had more
than an author, we considered them as one. We
classified the 83 authors regarding the roles they
informed to perform. Since one person could act
with different roles like an investor who also gives
training to startups acting as an instructor, the to-
tal sum is more than the number of unique authors.
The most common role with 39 writers is consul-
tant; that is, these authors provide services to help
startups developing their products. They generally
claim this capacity based on previous experience
as practitioners or in accelerators. Their writings
portray techniques they employ and advice for star-
tups. The second most common role, with 20 occur-
rences, is practitioner, that is, startup founders that
describe techniques they use. Then, for ten writ-
ers, we classified them as authorities that include
book authors like Alexander Osterwalder, author
of the book Business Model Generation that intro-
duced the Business Model Canvas, and Ash Mau-
rya, author of the book Running Lean and others.
They are a reference to the practitioners’ commu-
nity. Other authors were instructors, professionals
who train startups, with seven occurrences, accel-
erators, or incubators with seven other occurrences,
six investors, and two authors from academia.

To classify the contribution type, we used the
research type as proposed by Garousi et al. in a
multi-vocal literature review on software testing au-
tomation [41]. The authors described six types of
research contributions:

• Solution proposal: the statement proposes a
solution and claims its effectiveness based on
simple examples or a line of argumentation.

• Validation research: compared to a weak em-
pirical analysis, these studies present initial
empirical evidence regarding the solution ef-
fectiveness.

• Evaluation research: compared to a strong em-
pirical analysis, these studies apply “strict and
formal experimental method.”

• Experience studies: these statements report
how the activities have been used in practice.

• Philosophical studies: these reflections propose
new structures to view the current practices
through, e.g., a new taxonomy or a conceptual
framework.

• Opinion studies: these statements represent
the authors’ opinions regarding practices with-
out proper backing in related work or empirical
evidence.

There was also another category to collect those
studies that did not fit the previous categories.
In our analysis, regarding experience studies, we
differentiated those statements about practitioners
and those in an educational context that employed
practices with students. Table 2 presents the clas-
sification results. The majority of the articles (66)
were blog posts or other web pages presenting a de-
scription or discussion of a proposed solution. In
11 documents, the authors presented their opinion
without empirical evidence. Then, we had ten ex-
perience reports with startups and other two with
students. Finally, in six documents, the authors
performed validation research. We also extracted
the source publication year, as depicted in Fig. 2.
It was not possible to get this information for 17
articles. We believe authors often do not make this
information available to avoid the impression of a
dated statement.

Table 2: Number of documents by contribution type.

Contribution type Number of
documents

Solution proposal 66
Opinion studies 11
Experience reports 10
Validation research 6
Experience with students 2
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Figure 2: Number of sources by publication year.

The thematic analysis led to a model where
the hypothesis is the central theme. Although
there was a varied focus and depth of the prac-
tices described in the documents, five categories
of hypotheses related activities emerged as high-
order themes: elicitation, prioritization, specifica-
tion, analysis, and management. Besides them, an-
other two high-order themes are linked to hypothe-
ses as well: qualities and types. Fig. 3 displays the
model that emerged from the data. In the follow-
ing sections, we describe each high-order theme in
detail. As proposed by Cruzes et al. [39], we also
use quasi-statistics to bring forward the most fre-
quently occurred practices for each category.

4.1. Definition of hypotheses
In this category, we discuss how practitioners de-

fined the concepts of hypothesis and assumption
and how they understood the difference between
these concepts. In 16 documents, the authors de-
fined the concept of hypothesis. Present in six doc-
uments, the most common definition describes a hy-
pothesis as an “educated guess”. This usage is in-
fluenced by the definition used by Ries in the Lean
Startup book [14]. The second most used definition,
present in four documents, describes a hypothesis
as the starting point of an investigation. Then, with
two mentions each, there are hypothesis as an ex-
pectation for the future (here one of the documents
also used as the starting point of an investigation),
a possible solution to a problem, and a possible ex-
planation for a phenomenon. Finally, one document
described a hypothesis as a stage in startup devel-
opment.

Regarding assumption, two different definitions
were suggested in the documents. First, mentioned
in six documents, an assumption is described as a
statement believed to be true. Then, assumptions

are described in three documents as statements that
should be true for the idea to work.

Interestingly, there was an attempt to compare
the two terms in ten documents. In four of them, as-
sumptions are described as implicit and hypotheses
as explicit statements used in the experiment cre-
ation. In another three documents, assumptions are
suggested as not validated statements, but which
risk is accepted. Meanwhile, hypotheses should be
tested through experiments. Instead, in the last
three documents, the two terms were regarded as
synonyms.

4.2. Qualities

Within this theme, we grouped the qualities that
practitioners deemed relevant for a hypothesis. The
most frequently mentioned aspect was the possibil-
ity to test the hypotheses, present in 17 documents.
Termed as “testable”, this quality suggests that hy-
potheses should allow tests to be performed to eval-
uate them. Tristan Kromer [G1] gave an example: “
I can’t test whether two magnets dislike each other.
I can test if they will physically move away from
one another.”

Then, 16 documents mentioned that hypotheses
should be specific; that is, they have to regard only
one aspect for a specific customer type and segment.
Cecilia Thirlway [G2] wrote “Don’t be tempted to
create a hypothesis that covers more than one as-
pect of your innovation. While it may feel like it
saves time, in actual fact you’ll be unable to dis-
tinguish which aspect has caused the results of your
experiment.”

In 15 documents, the authors mentioned that hy-
potheses should be falsifiable. A hypothesis being
falsifiable is related to the possibility of proving that
it is wrong. Alex Chuang [G3] wrote “a good prod-
uct hypothesis: is falsifiable, which means it can
clearly be proven wrong.” In this regard, two blog
posts from consulting companies, MaRS [G4] and
Bullet [G5], mentioned the philosopher Karl Popper
that argued the falsifiability for scientific theories.

Measurable as a trait of a hypothesis is men-
tioned in 15 documents. It argues that metrics
should be indicated, and their analysis could sup-
port or refute a hypothesis. Mark Lieberman [G6]
mentioned: “[...] all hypotheses should be quantifi-
able. In other words, you must be able to predict,
account, and analyze your results. A good hypoth-
esis includes both a question and good methodology
to uncover the results.”
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Figure 3: A model of hypotheses engineering in startups.

Then, seven documents suggest that hypotheses
should be time-boxed; that is, they should specify
a time interval to be evaluated. Nico Grey [G7]
said: “If the timebox is too short then the amount
of data might be too small, or there might not have
been enough time for effects to take place. But if the
timebox is too long you are wasting valuable time
collecting unnecessary data.”.

A hypothesis should be non-trivial, as argued in
five documents. That is, it should focus on relevant
and risky aspects of the business and bring new
information about it. Tristan Kromer [G1] said:
“[the hypothesis] should also be something that is
risky. A good experiment will generate an invalid
hypothesis about half the time.”

Four documents mention that hypotheses should
identify a causal relationship. Using Tristan
Kromer’s words [G1]: “hypotheses should be clear
statements that indicate a causal relationship with
a clear actor (i.e., customer).”

Three documents suggest that hypotheses should
be clear statements. Startup Drill [G8], a consul-
tant company for innovation, describes in its blog:
“The best way to write your assumptions is to write
them on the small post-it, this will also limit the
size of the assumption statement so you always have
clear assumptions. Write one statement per post-it
so they will be more transparent and easy to work
within the next steps. ”

Finally, in three documents, it is argued that a
hypothesis should clearly state the expected sig-
nificance. Grace Ng [G9] wrote: “To test this, I
set a minimum criterion for what I would accept as
validation to further explore this opportunity. I had
enough confidence that this was a big problem to set
a criterion as high as 6 out of 10.”

Table 3 summarizes the qualities identified and
the number of documents that mentioned them.

4.3. Types
Types of hypotheses is a common theme emerged

from the data analyzed. They are used to fa-
cilitate identification or prioritization of hypothe-
ses. In this section, we grouped similarly identi-
fied types. It is important, though, to stress that
several authors actually proposed sets of categories
that would be able to completely classify all pos-
sible hypotheses. For instance, two authors used
the fields of Business Model Canvas to classify hy-
potheses. In our description, such ties were broken
but listing all proposed classification schemes would
take a lot of space. Besides that, such effort would
not bring valuable insights. There were many pro-
posed types that focused on similar aspects and we
grouped them together given their similarity and
as a way to synthesize the results. Nevertheless,
below, instead of ordering all the types, first we de-
scribe those that were coded alone since these types
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Table 3: Qualities of hypotheses ordered by the number of
occurrences.

Quality Documents

Testable

[G10] [G11] [G12] [G13] [G1]
[G9] [G14] [G15] [G16] [G17]
[G18] [G19] [G5] [G20] [G21]
[G22] [G23](17)

Specific

[G24] [G25] [G12] [G26] [G1]
[G27] [G28] [G29] [G30] [G2]
[G31] [G19] [G21] [G32] [G22]
[G23] (16)

Falsifiable

[G3] [G24] [G12] [G1] [G29]
[G30] [G4] [G6] [G33] [G5]
[G34] [G35] [G36] [G37] [G22]
(15)

Measurable

[G3] [G24] [G13] [G28] [G29]
[G7] [G30] [G2] [G6] [G33]
[G20] [G34] [G35] [G22] [G23]
(15)

Time-boxed [G1] [G7] [G30] [G4] [G2] [G36]
[G23] (7)

Non-trivial [G24] [G25] [G1] [G29] [G22]
(5)

Causal [G13] [G6] [G38] [G1] (4)
Clear [G13] [G1] [G8] (3)
Express sig-
nificance [G25] [G9] [G39] (3)

were the most recurrent in the data analyzed.
The most commonly mentioned type is cus-

tomer hypotheses, present in 15 documents.
This type of hypothesis focuses on verifying if the
target customer that founders think will have an
interest in their product or service exist and will
pay for it. Although using the term “customer
segments hypothesis”, Brian Laung Aoaeh [G18]
summarized: “The customer segments hypothesis
forces you to answer the questions ‘Who are my
customers?’ and ‘What problems do my customers
face?’ The hypothesis brief should discuss customer
problems, types, and archetypes respectively.” As an
illustration, we can mention Alex Chuang’s exam-
ple [G3]: “I believe restaurant owners will use our
lightweight video resume app at least twice a month
to hire servers quickly and they will convert to paid
subscriptions after a 30-day unpaid trial because our
product helps them hire 50% faster.”

Then, in 12 documents, there is the problem

hypotheses type. This type of hypothesis is con-
cerned with if a problem the product or service is
trying to solve is a real problem for the target cus-
tomer. Alexander Cowan [G11] mentioned “Do the
problems you’re solving really exist? Is it more of a
‘job to be done’ or a need, desire? How important is
the problem or problems? How is the customer solv-
ing them now? With what alternatives?” An exam-
ple from the same document was “If we ask nonlead-
ing questions about how cycling might be even better
for regular cyclists, we’ll consistently hear that they
wish they could more confidently, more easily try
out new routes.”

In a similar sense, in 12 documents, value hy-
potheses are suggested, that is, if the proposed
product or service would be able to provide value
for the target customer. For instance, Cecilia Thirl-
way [G2] wrote: “The value hypothesis is designed
to test whether your product or service provides po-
tential customers with enough value once they are
using it (and therefore, whether they would be will-
ing to pay for it).” As an illustration, we can give
an example from Alexander Cowan [G11]: “There
are HR Managers in charge of recruiting technical
talent, and they need to screen recruits for the spe-
cific technical skills in a job description. Currently,
they do their best by checking references and asking
a few questions, but if we offer a way to automate
quizzing for a specific job description, then we’ll ob-
serve HR Managers creating and using quizzes and
standardizing on use of the platform for new hires.”

Then, 13 documents suggest different market-
related hypotheses types. In this group, hy-
potheses are related to several aspects of selling the
product or service. They include if the channels
proposed are adequate, the pricing strategy, and
growth and distribution mechanisms. For instance,
Alexander Cowan [G11] provided a template: “If
we get [customer segment or persona] to a landing
page with a demo, [x]% will sign up for [our email
product announcements, a free trial].”

Finally, in 10 documents, there are different types
of product-related hypotheses. This group ag-
gregates suppositions regarding the feasibility, the
team capacity of developing the idea, and the vi-
ability. Two authors also mentioned feature-level
hypotheses, that is, regarding if a determined new
feature is useful or not to customers. To illustrate,
we can use a hypothesis example provided by Nico
Grey [G7]: “If I add a notification feature that al-
lows the waiter/waitress to set reminders to add in
his/her tips, then I am going to see a 10 percent
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increase in the number of users opening the app
four times or more in a week over the next three
months.”

Table 4 summarizes the identified hypotheses
types and the number of documents that mentioned
these types.

Table 4: Hypotheses types.
Type Documents

Customer

[G3] [G11] [G40] [G1] [G41]
[G42] [G14] [G43] [G18] [G44]
[G33] [G45] [G46] [G47] [G48]
(15)

Problem
[G11] [G9] [G14] [G49] [G43]
[G17] [G50] [G51] [G8] [G45]
[G52] [G53] (12)

Value
[G11] [G29] [G42] [G2] [G43]
[G18] [G45] [G52] [G54] [G55]
[G48] [G56] (12)

Market-
related

[G1] [G29] [G2] [G43] [G18]
[G52] [G54] [G55] [G48] [G56]
[G14] [G11] [G17] (13)

Product-
related

[G40] [G17] [G44] [G45] [G47]
[G42] [G49] [G43] [G57] [G11]
(10)

4.4. Activities

In the data analysis, five categories of activities
related to how to handle hypotheses emerged. They
are elicitation, prioritization, specification, analy-
sis, and management. In the following sections, we
detail each of them. Here, we used the term activity
for HE, following the tradition already employed in
Requirements Engineering (e.g. [42]).

4.4.1. Elicitation
This activity groups practices that practitioners

can use to reach hypotheses.
The most common type of practice is the use

of canvases or maps, present in 30 documents.
These practices are characterized by the use of
graphical artifacts composed of specific fields that
should be filled based on the product idea. For in-
stance, the most mentioned canvas was the Business
Model Canvas. Osterwalder et al. [43] proposed
this artifact based on their ontology on the busi-
ness model [44]. The canvas is divided into nine
elements named key partners, key activities, key

resources, cost structure, value proposition, cus-
tomer relationships, channels, customer segments,
and revenue streams. It can be used to represent a
business model and, according to the authors, en-
vision innovations on it. In the context of startup
hypotheses, the documents in this type suggest that
the founder or team fills the canvas and develop hy-
potheses based on its elements. Similar proposals
are made using other canvases like Lean Canvas [45]
and Value Proposition Canvas [46].

The second most common type of practices in this
category is the use of a pre-defined set of ques-
tions or aspects about the product. This practice
type is present in 25 documents. For these prac-
tices, the authors suggest different lists of questions
that could lead or serve as initial set of hypotheses.
For instance, Alex Pawlowski [G51] said:

“The following questions should guide you to
bridge the gap and find potential answers to your
most pressing issues around: Customer problem:
which customer problems are to be solved? Product
fit: can our product solve the customer problem?
Business Model fit: If so, can we make it viable
and profitable? Insights: is there a learning curve
for lessons learned?”

The next most common type is based on team
sessions, where the team is gathered and execute
some form of facilitation technique to reach hy-
potheses. This type of practice was found in 14
documents. The most common example from this
type is brainstorming sessions. Also, in 14 doc-
uments, individual techniques are suggested to
reach hypotheses, e.g., “five whys”, and pre-mortem
- to imagine if the company failed and the founder
has to describe why.

Finally, in three documents, interviews either
with customers (problem or solution interviews) or
with experts are suggested as a hypothesis elicita-
tion technique. Table 5 summarizes the hypotheses
elicitation techniques identified and the number of
documents that referred to them.

Besides these types of techniques, in ten docu-
ments, it is suggested the execution of some tech-
niques before creating hypotheses, e.g., to use
empathy-building techniques or to observe the cur-
rent state of the market or the user behavior. For
instance, Alexandre Azevedo [G65] mentioned: “If
you want to be successful in developing your busi-
ness, start by being an expert in your customers’
lives. The better you know your customers, the eas-
ier it will be for you to generate powerful insights
that will guide you on the development of your busi-
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Table 5: Hypotheses elicitation practices ordered by the
number of occurrences.

Type Documents

Use of can-
vases or
maps

[G40] [G32] [G47] [G58] [G30]
[G45] [G59] [G31] [G22] [G57]
[G24] [G60] [G1] [G61] [G41]
[G62] [G63] [G64] [G18] [G65]
[G51] [G66] [G67] [G48] [G68]
[G9] [G50] [G69] [G17] [G70]
(30)

Pre-defined
set of ques-
tions or
aspects

[G62] [G26] [G71] [G72] [G14]
[G73] [G28] [G74] [G43] [G75]
[G50] [G51] [G8] [G21] [G76]
[G34] [G77] [G78] [G79] [G9]
[G80] [G8] [G81] [G46] [G82]
(25)

Team ses-
sions

[G9] [G80] [G83] [G50] [G8]
[G70] [G84] [G20] [G79] [G22]
[G74] [G85] [G28] [G24] (14)

Individual
techniques

[G40] [G61] [G29] [G14] [G22]
[G86] [G38] [G87] [G88] [G28]
[G89] [G90] [G65] [G27] (14)

Interviews [G24] [G49] [G36] (3)

ness model hypothesis.”

4.4.2. Prioritization
This category groups practices related to creating

an order in which the hypotheses should be tested,
or at least identifying the riskiest one.

The most common type of practice in this cat-
egory is prioritizing based on two qualitative
dimensions, usually employing matrices. It was
found in 15 documents. These practices are char-
acterized by suggesting to get one’s hypotheses set
in a physical form (e.g., sticky notes) and put them
in a matrix according to two axes based on their un-
derstanding. The axes labels varied from the prob-
ability of the hypotheses being false vs. the impact
of being false in the probability of idea success to
risk vs. effort. It is important to notice that none
of the documents presented clear guidelines of how
systematically compare hypotheses regarding these
dimensions. Such an assessment is implicitly left to
founders.

In 10 documents, founders are suggested to prior-
itize hypotheses relying on their own discretion or
intuition, that is, their gut-feeling. Then, in seven
documents, it was suggested to prioritize based on
one qualitative dimension either the risk or the

impact to the users, again without clearly stating
how to compare hypotheses on this regard.

In five documents, it is argued that there is a
standard, pre-defined order in which hypotheses
should be tested. For instance, Jeff Bussgang [G91]
mentioned “Generally speaking, I find that the con-
sumer value proposition tests are the most impor-
tant initial tests to focus on. Once you nail the con-
sumer value proposition, the go to market plan can
flow and once both of those components are locked
down, the profit formula can be tested.”

Less voiced approaches, in only one document
each, are talk to domain experts and find as-
sumptions at the beginning of the chain.
While the first is self-explaining, the latter argues
that hypotheses are naturally linked to, or based
on, others. It is then straightforward to find the one
at the beginning of the chain and start evaluating
it. Table 6 summarizes the identified practices for
prioritization, including the number of documents
that mentioned them.

Table 6: Hypotheses prioritization practices ordered by the
number of occurrences.

Type Documents

Based on two
qualitative di-
mensions

[G58] [G28] [G74] [G62]
[G57] [G86] [G50] [G8] [G76]
[G69] [G89] [G14] [G22]
[G20] [G39] (15)

Using gut-
feeling

[G9] [G80] [G28] [G74] [G88]
[G49] [G30] [G17] [G32]
[G47] (10)

Based on one
qualitative di-
mension

[G81] [G74] [G62] [G49]
[G44] [G70] [G79] (7)

Pre-defined or-
der

[G41] [G91] [G54] [G55]
[G48] (5)

Talk to domain
experts [G62] (1)

Find the be-
ginning of the
chain

[G71] (1)

Besides that, in five documents, it was proposed
some form of team-based prioritization process.
A technique suggested by some authors is dot-
voting in which each team member has some points,
for instance, three, and he or she can distribute it
among the hypotheses that he or she thinks should
be prioritized first. The dots can be split among hy-
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potheses as the team member wishes: all can go to
just one, an even or an uneven distribution among
the selected hypotheses. Other authors did not sug-
gest a specific technique just mentioned a discussion
among team members.

Finally, one author criticized the lack of quan-
titative metrics for prioritizing hypotheses. Sam
McAfee [G41] suggested the use of a model to cal-
culate the risk associated with hypotheses and pri-
oritize based on that. This model could be based
on financial or historical data.

4.4.3. Specification
In this category, we grouped practices and guide-

lines of how to specify a hypothesis. The most
common type of practices is the use of a tem-
plate. In 33 documents, some form of templates
is suggested. We divided the templates in two big
groups regarding if they considered only the hy-
potheses itself or included also details of how to
validate it either through the use of a metric or
an experiment. In some documents, both types of
templates are mentioned. The most common tem-
plate type, within 23 documents, is considering the
way to test hypotheses. They range from simple
statements such as “because we believe X, if we do
Y, we expect Z to happen” cited by James Birch-
ler [G10], to highly detailed experiment specifica-
tions as Abdo Riani [G92] proposed: “my goal is
to solve [describe problem] with [describe solution]
for [describe ideal buyer] by [describe your execution
plan within a specific time frame] and to acquire
[number of customers] that will generate [amount
of money] through [describe marketing channel(s)]
by [deadline].”

Regarding hypotheses specification templates
that do not mention metrics or experiments, as
shown in 14 documents, they generally start with
the phrase “we believe” to stress the idea of uncer-
tainty. Sylvia Lai [G79] proposed a template with
an example: “We believe that [ sharing more infor-
mation about the driver’s experience and stories ]
For [ the riders ] Will [ make riders feel more com-
fortable and connected throughout the ride ].” Ta-
ble 7 displays the documents describing templates
for hypotheses.

In three documents, the use of acronyms to eval-
uate hypothesis specification is proposed. They are
SMART [G70, G92] (specific, measurable, achiev-
able, realistic, and time-bound) and HOPE [G6]
(hypothesis, objective, prediction, and execution).

Table 7: Hypotheses specification templates ordered by the
number of occurrences.

Template type Documents

With ex-
periment
description or
metric

[G10] [G3] [G24] [G11] [G60]
[G38] [G9] [G85] [G7] [G14]
[G68] [G17] [G44] [G19]
[G33] [G59] [G20] [G79]
[G36] [G93] [G92] [G22]
[G23] (23)

Without exper-
iment descrip-
tion or metric

[G12] [G61] [G29] [G14]
[G57] [G49] [G2] [G90] [G31]
[G84] [G79] [G36] [G37]
[G22] (14)

One interesting excerpt is from the consulting
company MaRS [G21] that highlights the impor-
tance of writing the hypotheses as a team to en-
force a shared understanding. It is suggested that
“do not delegate the work of writing the briefs. Sit
down as a team and ensure that what you docu-
ment reflects a shared understanding of the issues
you aim to test.” A similar argument is present in
another document as well.

4.4.4. Analysis
In a smaller number, some practices are grouped

under this category. They occur once the hypothe-
sis is elicited and specified, and focus, for instance,
on analyzing the quality of the hypotheses state-
ments developed. In seven documents, it is sug-
gested that practitioners should inspect the created
hypotheses and try to break hypotheses in small
ones. Daniel Tenner [G81] suggests “before trying
to answer the questions, you first break them down
into sub-questions.” In two documents, a cross-
dependency analysis is proposed to understand
better how hypotheses are interconnected. In both
cases, the importance of this activity before pri-
oritizing is emphasized. Finally, practitioners are
recommended to check the hypotheses concern-
ing some attributes. This suggestion is related to
the acronyms observed in the specification category
but, instead of being part of that process, it is
suggested that it should be done when hypotheses
statements are ready. Table 8 presents a summary
of the sources that suggested these techniques.

4.4.5. Management
The final category of activity is to manage hy-

potheses. First, four documents ([G25], [G94],
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Table 8: Hypotheses analysis techniques ordered by the num-
ber of occurrences.

Practice Documents
Break hypothe-
ses in smaller
ones

[G11] [G81] [G14] [G2] [G51]
[G59] [G39] (7)

Cross-
dependency
check

[G83] [G39] (2)

Attributes
checking [G19] [G23] (2)

[G39], and [G34]) highlight the importance of an it-
erative process to improve hypotheses. In this
regard, we can mention Ted Ladd [G25] that wrote
“failure to confirm a hypothesis should prompt the
entrepreneur to shift some of the conditions of the
hypothesis and try again. The entrepreneurial pro-
cess is recursive, where each iteration alters the as-
sumption being tested. What is unethical heresy to
a researcher is a necessary pivot for entrepreneurs
designing a new venture.”

The need for tracking of hypotheses is spec-
ified in one document. Alex Sherman [G90] men-
tioned that some colleagues from his company said
that “it can seem daunting to be in a new space
[tracking assumptions], but this helps frame and pri-
oritize the team to come together on the most im-
portant thing we need to learn”. They “found that
if not everyone participating didn’t have the shared
context the quality of the assumptions varied and
weren’t always applicable.”

Finally, one document proposes the concept
of hypotheses backlog. Melanie Hambarsoo-
mian [G53] wrote: “I’ve created what I’ve called
a ‘Hypothesis backlog’. It is a collection of oppor-
tunities to improve the product — some guesses,
some validated by research. But likely, the priori-
tized ones need further discovery and problem vali-
dation. It is not a backlog in the sense of a stream
of work for developers or a roadmap for the Product
(but could end up becoming part of these things if
prioritized and validated).”

5. Discussion

Based on the developed model, we are able to
answer our research questions. Regarding RQ1,
“What are the proposed activities of Hypotheses
Engineering in the context of software startups?”,

the emerged model depicted the five categories of
HE activities: elicitation, prioritization, specifica-
tion, analysis, and management. These activity
categories are similar to those described for Re-
quirements Engineering (RE). Nuseibeh and East-
erbrook [47] defined RE as the process of discov-
ering the purpose for which a software system was
intended and documented the stakeholders’ needs
to be used further in the software development pro-
cess. Usually, RE is described as a knowledge trans-
fer activity from domain experts to system devel-
opment teams [48, 49, 50]. Below, we will further
develop this argument comparing the identified ac-
tivities for HE in software startups and those com-
monly described in RE. For each activity, we also
discuss the techniques employed, summarized in the
corresponding tables, answering RQ2, “What are
the proposed techniques for each Hypothesis En-
gineering activity in the context of software star-
tups?”

Hypotheses elicitation is described as an activity
focused on identifying critical uncertain aspects of a
business idea that should be validated. In the doc-
uments analyzed, the most common practices are
the use of canvases or maps, and a pre-defined set
of questions. This use is different from RE, where
interviews are the most used [51] and considered the
most effective [49] technique to elicit requirements.
It is essential to notice, though, that requirements
elicitation research has already pointed in the direc-
tion of creativity or green-field requirements [50].

Prioritizing hypotheses is generally described as
finding the riskiest ones, those that, if not validated,
could lead to the company failure. The common
practices are based on two-dimensional matrices,
usually comparing an estimate of the probability
of not being valid and the impact of such a fact on
business viability. Such a focus represents a sub-
tle but defining difference to requirements prioriti-
zation. In the latter, the focus is on finding the
requirements with higher value to the business suc-
cess [52] and in the former, finding the hypotheses
that represent the highest risks to business success.

Hypotheses specification is generally made
through the use of templates to document hy-
potheses in a written form. The predominance of
templates manifests a clear influence of user sto-
ries. Beck [53] initially proposed a user story as
a lightweight requirement documentation technique
to be used in the Extreme Programming method-
ology. Nevertheless, it was better described by
Cohn [54] that popularized the most common tem-
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plate and de-facto standard [55]: “As a <role>,
I want <goal>, [so that <benefit>].” Several
other authors proposed similar templates. Wautelet
et al. [56] analyzed 20 templates from scientific
sources and 65 from practitioner ones, and sum-
marized in a unified model: “As a <Role>, I
want/want to/need/can/would like <Task> so that
to <Goal>.” In comparison, the templates to spec-
ify hypotheses are more concerned with highlight-
ing the uncertain sense of them. Such concern is
demonstrated by the fact that, for instance, several
templates start with “we believe that.”

Another interesting finding is the two different
approaches regarding the boundaries of specifica-
tion, namely, to include or not the experiment it-
self. Some templates are restricted to the question
addressed by that hypothesis. Meanwhile, other
templates also give details on how to implement
the experiment to evaluate the hypothesis. For in-
stance, some templates mention the metrics that
should be evaluated.

Compared to the previous activities, the impor-
tance of hypotheses analysis practices was less em-
phasized in the reviewed documents. Such a dispar-
ity may be a consequence of considering the prac-
tices proposed for elicitation and specification suffi-
cient to reach a good set of hypotheses. This fact is
similar to RE validation and the research on it [57],
which indicates that there are many possible ad-
vances to make for handling hypotheses.

Hypotheses management is another area under-
served in the reviewed gray literature. One possible
reason is that the primary focus of the documents
analyzed is in early-stage startups, and manage-
ment is probably only needed in a later stage when
several hypotheses have been previously tested and
are currently handled. Besides that, most docu-
ments are short and focused only on one aspect,
probably to maintain the readers’ attention. There-
fore, they tend to focus on practices that the readers
consider more impactful to attain their attention.

Regarding the practices, one important result is
revealed by the contribution types. There was no
study classified as evaluation research in the docu-
ments analyzed, that is, employing strict and for-
mal methods. Such a result indicates that the tech-
niques currently used are based on practitioners’
experience and are not systematically evaluated.

Finally, there is a distinction between HE and
data-driven RE to be made. The latter is gen-
erally referred to as the explicit and implicit use
of user feedback in an aggregated form to support

requirements decisions [58, 59]. For instance, de-
veloper teams can use software data usage or even
customers’ comments on app stores to elicit and
prioritize requirements. Nevertheless, in this sense,
the goal is still a knowledge elicitation about what
users want rather than validating a pre-defined hy-
pothesis.

In summary, despite the similar steps, HE and
RE have different goals that are, to a certain extent,
complementary like the development approaches
they serve: experimentation and requirement-
driven. RE is focused on eliciting the knowledge
that users have and how the software would help
them, and HE leads towards knowledge creation,
prioritizing the riskiest elements to the validity of
a business or feature idea. For instance, HE, and
the experiments performed based on the hypothe-
ses, could serve as validation for requirements.

Regarding the HE literature, our results repre-
sent the first step towards better describing it. The
original position paper [10] argues for its existence
based on a comparison between experiment-driven
and requirements-driven software development and
a consequence need of techniques to handle hy-
potheses as those that act on requirements. There-
fore, in that paper, the activities were speculative
based on Requirements Engineering. This paper,
on the other hand, describes the activities based on
what practitioners proposed.

5.1. Threats to validity
Although Garousi et al. [35] did not mention a

specific discussion on threats to validity in GLR
studies, we think such discussion is essential. We
followed the seminal scheme to assess threats to va-
lidity described by Runeson and Host [60] composed
of four aspects: construct validity, internal valid-
ity, external validity, and reliability. Even though
the authors originally proposed this scheme to case
studies, Garousi et al. [41] used them for a multi-
vocal literature review but using conclusion valid-
ity rather than reliability. Wohlin et al. [19, p.103]
claim that reliability is the counterpart, in quali-
tative studies like ours, of conclusion validity for
quantitative studies.

Construct validity is related to the constructs un-
der study and if how they are described in data
represents what the researchers have in mind [60].
A significant threat in our study is the hypothesis-
assumption dichotomy and the lack of a uniform
understanding of these concepts among practition-
ers. To mitigate this threat, we discussed this point
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in our results. Another concern is the definition
of startup itself. As discussed earlier, there is no
unique, agreed-upon definition of startup. Never-
theless, the data showed that innovation is a com-
mon element on which practitioners concentrate,
which is in line with the scientific literature’s un-
derstanding, as discussed in Section 2.3. Therefore,
the threats to construct validity were minimal.

Internal validity is related to causal inferences
made when, for instance, a factor is said to be de-
termined by a second one, but, in reality, it is deter-
mined by a third one not considered in the study.
Since the study is descriptive, this risk is minor.
Nevertheless, a related threat is if the classifications
obtained in the data analysis were sound, not influ-
enced by potential bias or presumptions of the re-
searchers. To mitigate this threat, two researchers
inspected the analysis, and disagreements were dis-
cussed among all researchers until they reached a
consensus.

External validity is related to how much the re-
sults could be generalized to the population. For
this study, it means if the results represent what
happens in all software startups. Using the results
of Google indicates that these documents are prob-
ably the ones that practitioners are considering. Al-
though it is possible that some software startups in-
deed employ different practices, it is less probable
that they utilize a technique completely different
from the categories described in the results.

Finally, reliability is concerned with how the re-
sults depend on the researchers that performed the
study. Such an aspect is related to the study be-
ing reproducible. Therefore, to improve this as-
pect, we followed published guidelines for the uti-
lized method. Besides that, we documented and
presented all steps performed. Nevertheless, just
one researcher doing the first screen of the links may
threaten our study. Such a decision was taken given
the amount of data available and consequent work
to read all documents. To mitigate this threat, the
researcher that inspected all documents included
those that he was not sure about the relevance. In
such a way, we tried to minimize false negatives
but allowed false positives to be re-evaluated by a
second researcher. Also, the high number of docu-
ments considered in the study and an evident the-
oretical saturation reached indicate reasonable re-
sults.

6. Challenges and lessons learned on gray lit-
erature review

In this section, we describe the challenges faced
and the lessons learned of applying the gray lit-
erature review as the main research method. We
grouped them into two aspects: document selection
and data analysis.

6.1. Documents selection

The first challenge in a GLR is the number of
candidate documents and how to select them. In a
systematic literature review (SLR) constrained to
academic publications, one could evaluate the can-
didates based on a series of metadata such as title,
venue, year, and abstract. In gray literature, there
is no such information, or it is limited: titles may
not fully represent the content, not all documents
display the publication date, and it is not common
to present a summary or abstract. Therefore, it is
usually necessary to read or scan the whole docu-
ment to evaluate whether it should be included.

Therefore, we had an enormous amount of work
to evaluate all links. Nevertheless, the use of sepa-
rated search strings allowed us to compare the re-
sults with different synonyms. We noticed that the
majority of the documents selected (74, or 82, if we
include those obtained from snowballing, out of 95)
were already obtained in the search with the term
“startup.” The other synonyms had a much smaller
contribution. Besides that, we noticed that differ-
ent terms are generally used in distinct contexts.
For instance, the search with “early-stage firm” did
not contribute to the final set of documents. We
noticed that most of the results were concentrated
on academic papers, in the field of Economics and
Finance, or related to Firm Laws. The other two
synonyms contributed fewer documents as well, and
several of them, eight in the case of “venture”, were
already found using the term “startup”. Besides
that, the documents found for the other synonyms
did not add any new element to the emerged model;
that is, we can say that theoretical saturation was
reached.

In summary, based on our experience, we would
say that different communities use distinct terms.
Thus, differently from an SLR and depending on
the research goal, authors of GLR may focus on
specific terms instead of targeting a comprehensive
set of synonyms. For instance, researchers could
analyze a sample of results for different terms and
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reason if a limited set of terms would lead to satis-
factory results.

6.2. Data analysis

Regarding analysis, performing thematic synthe-
sis is more challenging with gray than white litera-
ture. In academic papers, the peer-review process
leads to some forms of consensus around some con-
cepts. This effect does not happen in the litera-
ture produced by practitioners. We could observe
the influence of some authors or seminal method-
ologies like Lean Startup [14] or Business Model
Canvas [43], but different practitioners had distinct
interpretations of the same concepts. Besides that,
there is a recombination phenomenon where au-
thors collect influences from several proposals and
build new ones. These newly proposed concepts
are similar but different from those that influenced
their creation, making it hard to create themes
grouping these concepts.

In summary, there is a divergent mechanism in
place where a term can have several meanings.
This phenomenon hinders the grouping of concepts
needed in thematic synthesis. Therefore, the re-
searcher must pursue a more intensive and in-depth
reading-and-comprehending operation to search the
underlying meanings.

7. Conclusions

The availability of a large amount of usage data
and the rise of customer development methods such
as Lean Startup in innovative contexts led to a new
approach to software development based on exper-
iments. In this situation, several techniques were
proposed to handle hypotheses in a similar way that
RE activities handle requirements in conventional
software development. We called these activities
with the collective name of Hypotheses Engineer-
ing. Given that experimentation is essential in in-
novative contexts such as software startups, this
context was a reasonable choice to further study
HE activities and techniques. To achieve that, we
collected practitioners’ statements found online and
analyzed them using thematic synthesis.

This work’s main contribution is a model that
grounds Hypotheses Engineering in data from prac-
tice describing how practitioners in software star-
tups perceive the concept of hypothesis, includ-
ing its qualities and types, and how they perform

or suggest to conduct the activities related to hy-
potheses. In this process, we identified five activ-
ities: elicitation, prioritization, specific, analysis,
and management, that group the practices found.
Besides that, we identified the qualities that prac-
titioners deemed relevant for hypotheses and the
types of hypotheses. Researchers could use the
model and associated concepts as a conceptual ba-
sis to investigate hypotheses and experimentation
related phenomena. Practitioners could use the re-
sults as a catalog of techniques and a guideline to
combine different practices into an overall custom-
made method. Following Garousi et al.’s advice,
we plan to publish these results in a more friendly
venue and format for the practitioners’ audience.
Finally, researchers and practitioners could use our
results to frame the development of new practices
to HE in software startups.

This work stems several branches for future re-
search. Our work described the way practitioners
perform HE activities in software startups, but we
cannot determine if and why the associated tech-
niques are effective. Future studies could evaluate
several aspects of these techniques, such as effec-
tiveness and usability. An interesting investigation
would be to analyze these aspects for techniques
in different startup development stages. Future re-
search could also use the identified categories as
benchmarks to search for or build potential new
techniques and practices. Similar studies could be
performed for other software development teams,
like in large organizations, to verify if the activities
these teams perform are similar or if others emerge
in different contexts. In the future, once literature
builds around this concept, we expect that a multi-
vocal literature review could be a valuable future
work.
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